M agical
H opes
Manipulatives and the
Reform o f Math Education

B y D e b o r a h L o e w e n b e r g B a ll
definition of even numbers that we shared was that a
HIS ARTICLE begins w ith a story from my own
number was even “if you can split it in half without hav
teaching of third-grade mathematics.1It centers on
an unusual idea about odd and even numbers that one ofing to use halves”:
my students proposed.2The crux of the story, however,
is the response I ’ve received whenever Eve shown a seg
ment of videotape from that particular lesson to groups
of educators.
First, what happened in the class: One day, as we
Six is even because you can split it in h a lf w ithout
began class, Sean announced, seemingly out of the blue,
having to use halves.
that he had been thinking that six could be both odd a n d
even because it was made of “three twos.” He drew the
following on the board to demonstrate his point:
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He explained that since three was an odd number, and
there were three groups, this showed that six could be
both even and odd. We had been working with even and
odd numbers and exploring patterns that the children
had noticed such as, “An even number plus an even num 
ber will always equal an even number.” At this point, the
D eborah Loewenberg B a ll is associate professor o f
teacher education a t M ichigan State University in East
Lansing. She conducts research on teaching a n d learn
ing to teach m athem atics a n d is especially interested in
problem s o f changing practice.
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Five is not even because you have to split one in
half. Five is odd.
Sean was apparently dividing six into groups o f two
rather than into two groups. Although the other children
were pretty sure that six could not be considered odd,
they were intrigued. Mei thought she could explain what
he was thinking. She tried:
I think I know what he is saying . . . is that it’s, see. I think
what he’s saying is that you have three groups of two. And
three is an odd number so six can be an odd number and
an even number.

Sean nodded in assent. Then Mei said she disagreed
with him. “Can I show it on the board?” she asked. PausSu m m e r
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ing for a moment to decide what number to use, she
drew ten circles and divided them into five groups of
two:

ber of groups of two. Couldn't he have just moved six
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Mei:

Then why don’t you call other numbers an
odd num ber and an even number? W hat
about ten? Why don’t you call ten an even and
an odd number?
Sean:
(paused, studying her draw ing calm ly a n d
carefully) I didn’t think of it that way. Thank
you for bringing it up, and I agree. I say ten
can be odd or even.
Mei:
(w ith some a g ita tio n ) W hat about other
numbers? Like, if you keep on going on like
that and you say that other numbers are odd
and even, maybe w e’ll end up with a ll num
bers are odd and even! Then it w on ’t make
sense that all numbers should be odd and
even, because if all numbers were odd and
even, we w ouldn’t be even having this dis
cussion!
I think this episode illustrates the dilemma faced by
teachers w ho are committed to respecting students’
ideas and yet also feel responsible for covering the cur
riculum. O n the one hand, numbers are not conven
tionally considered both odd and even. Why not just tell
Sean this and clarify for all the students that the defini
tion of an even number does not depend on how many
groups of two one can make? On the other hand, Sean
was beginning to engage in a kind of activity that is essen
tial to number theory: namely, noticing and exploring
patterns with numbers, and, as such, his idea was worth
encouraging. As the conversation unfolded in the class,
Sean sparked the other children to discover that alter
nating even numbers (i.e., 2, 6, 10, 14, 18, etc.) had the
same property he had first observed with six. Fourteen
is seven groups of two, eighteen is nine groups of two,
and so on. Each of these numbers is composed of an odd
number of groups of two, and could be considered,
according to Sean, both odd a n d even.
I have shown a small portion of the videotape from
this class to other educators on several occasions. My
intention has been to provoke some discussion about
how to handle this situation: Should I seek other stu
dents' opinions? Clarify the definition of even numbers?
Agree with Mei and move on to the plan for the day? Is
this an opportunity or a problem to solve? Every time I
show this tape, however, several teachers immediately
inquire whether we used manipulatives for our work
with even and odd numbers. W hen I say that we made
drawings but did not use any concrete materials, these
teachers have argued fiercely that that was “the prob
lem” in this episode: Had I given the children counters
as the medium for talking about even and odd numbers,
then Sean would not have had this “confusion” about
what makes a number even.
This response has baffled me. I am unable to discern
how using counters and separating them into groups
w ould have forestalled Sean’s discovery that, if you
group by twos, some numbers will yield an odd num 
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counters on his desk into three piles of two and made
the same observation?
I am not convinced that manipulatives were the key to
dealing with Sean’s observation. Now, of course, I could
have used manipulatives and told the children to divide
the counters into two equal piles and if one were left
over, then the number was odd. In other words, I could
have guided their work more firmly, toward the desired
conclusions. But I could have done this in guiding their
use of drawings as well. However, as a teacher, I am not
necessarily interested in preventing the sorts of discov
eries that Sean made. Moreover, I do not think that the
point being made here had anything to do with whether
the students were using manipulatives.
Some teachers are convinced that manipulatives
would have been the way to prevent the students’ “con
fusion” about odd and even numbers. This reaction
makes sense in the current context of educational
reform. In much of the talk about improving mathemat
ics education, manipulatives have occupied a central
place. Mathematics curricula are assessed by the extent
to which manipulatives are used and how many “things”
are provided to teachers who purchase the curriculum.
Inservice workshops on manipulatives are offered, are
usually popular, and well attended. Parents and teachers
alike laud classrooms in which children use manipula
tives, and Piaget is widely cited as having “shown” that
young children need concrete experiences in order to
learn. Some argue that all learning must proceed from
the concrete to the abstract. “Concrete” is inherently
good; “abstract” inherently not appropriate— at least at
the beginning, at least for young learners. W hether
termed “manipulatives,” “concrete materials,” or “con
crete objects,” physical materials are widely touted as
crucial to the improvement of mathematics learning.
From Unifix cubes, counters, and fraction pieces to baseten blocks, Cuisenaire rods, and dice, mathematics edu
cators emphasize the role of manipulatives in promoting
student learning.
One notable exception to this emphasis on manipula
tives can be found in the Professional Standards fo r
Teaching M athem atics (1991) published by the Nation
al Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM). The use
of manipulatives is not the centerpiece of this docu
ment’s vision of mathematics teaching. Instead, the Stan
dards hold that teachers should encourage the use of a
wide range of “tools” for exploring, representing, and
communicating mathematical ideas. “Tools” include
concrete models and materials, graphs and pictures, cal
culators and computers, and nonstandard and conven
tional notation. Manipulatives— or concrete objects—
are important but no more so than other vehicles in
NCTM’s vision of mathematics teaching and learning.
Still, because the passion for manipulatives runs so deep
in the current discourse, many people read the Stan
dards as a treatise that puts manipulatives at the center
of mathematics teaching.
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ANIPULATIVES— and :he underlying notion that
understanding comes through the fingertips—
have become part of educational dogma: Using them
helps students; not using them hinders students. There
is little open, principled debate about the purposes of
using manipulatives and their appropriate role in help
ing students learn. Little discussion occurs about possi
ble uses of different kinds of concrete materials with dif
ferent students investigating a variety of mathematical
content. Likewise, how to sort among alternatives, dis
tinguishing the fruitful from the flat, receives little atten
tion. Articles in teacher journals, workshops, and new
curricula all illustrate how to use particular concrete
materials— how to use fraction bars to help students find
equivalent fractions, or beansticks to understand com
putation w ith regrouping. But rarely are alternative
manipulatives compared side by side. For example, in
teaching place value, what are the relative merits of baseten blocks and beansticks? Is money an equivalently
workable model? How do bundled Popsicle sticks fit
with the other options available? Rarely is the relative
merit— in a specific context— of symbolic, pictorial, and
concrete approaches explored. In teaching fractions, for
example, what is gained from using fraction bars? Might
drawing one’s own pictures offer other opportunities?
And rarely is the difficult problem of helping students
make connections among these materials examined.
Many teachers have seen students operate competently
with base-ten blocks in modeling and computing sub
traction problems, only to fall back to the familiar “subtract-up” strategy when they move into the symbolic
realm.' This lack of specific talk leaves teachers in the
position of hearing that manipulatives are good, maybe
even believing that manipulatives can be very helpful,
but without adequate opportunities for developing their
thinking about them as one of several useful pedagogi
cal alternatives.
A close examination of some widely used instruction
al materials reveals an assumption that mathematical
truths can be directly “seen” through the use of concrete
objects: “Because the materials are real, and physically
present before the child, they engage the child’s senses
. . . . Real materials . . . can be manipulated to illustrate
the concept concretely, and can be experienced visual
ly by the child’’ (p. xiv).' Teachers’ guides also often con
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vey the impression that, when students use manipula
tives, they will most likely draw correct conclusions. This
approach suggests that the desired conclusions reside
palpably within the materials themselves.
One of the reasons that we as adults may overstate the
power of concrete representations to deliver accurate
mathematical messages is that we are “seeing” concepts
that we already understand. That is, we w ho already have
the conventional mathematical understandings can
“see” correct ideas in the material representations. But
for children w ho do not have the same mathematical
understandings that we have, other things can reason
ably be “seen”:
“Can I have a few of the blue fraction bars— the
thirds ones?” asks Jerome. Dina passes him two and he
piles them with his other fraction bars. “Is four eighths
greater than or less than four fourths?” asks Ms. Jack
son. Jerome thinks this is a silly question. “Four eighths
has to be more,” he says to himself, “because eight is
more than four.” Lennie, sitting next to him, makes a
picture:

“Yup,” says Jerome, looking at Lennie’s drawing.
“That’s what I was thinking.” But because he knows
that he is supposed to show his answer in terms of frac
tion bars, Jerome lines up two fraction bars and is sur
prised by the result:

“Four fourths is more?” he wonders. He hears Ms.
Jackson saying something about that four fourths
means that the whole thing is shaded in, which is the
same as what he has in front of him. It doesn’t quite
make sense, because the pieces in one bar are much
bigger than the pieces in the other one. He does not
quite understand what’s wrong with Lennie’s draw
ing, either. He moves some of the fraction bars around
on his desk and waits for Ms. Jackson’s next question.
She asks, “Which is more— three thirds or five fifths?”
Jerome moves two fraction bars in front of him and
sees that both have all the pieces shaded. “Five fifths
is more, though,” he decides, “because there are more
pieces.”
Jerome is struggling to figure out what he should
pay attention to about the fraction models— is it the
number of pieces that are shaded? The size of the
pieces that are shaded? How much of the bar is shad
ed? The length of the bar itself?
This vignette illustrates the fallacy of assuming that stu
dents will automatically draw the conclusions their
teachers want simply by interacting w ith particular
manipulatives. Because students may well see and do
other things with the materials, some teachers strive to
A
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tightly structure students’ use of manipulatives. This is
usually done in one of two ways. One way is to use mate
rials that are relatively rigid. For example, if you use frac
tion bars to find equivalent fractions, it is difficult to
come up with anything other than appropriate matches.
The materials force you to get the right answers:

frustration when the training wheels are removed. Stu
dents, rather than riding their mathematical “bicycles”
smoothly, fall off, reverting to “subtracting u p ” and other
symbol-associated methods for subtraction. Even with
close controls over how students work in the concrete
domain, there are no assurances about the robustness of
what they are learning. These training wheels do not
work magic. Seeing students work well w ithin the
manipulative context can mislead— and later disap
point— teachers about what their students know.
Y MAIN concern about the enormous faith in the
power of manipulatives, in their almost magical
ability to enlighten, is that we will be misled into think
ing that mathematical knowledge will automatically arise
from their use. Would that it were so! Unfortunately, cre
ating effective vehicles for learning m athem atics
requires more than just a catalog of promising manipu
latives. The context in which any vehicle— concrete or
pictorial— is used is as important as the material itself. By
context, I mean the ways in which students work with
the material, toward what purposes, with what kinds of
talk and interaction. The creation of a shared learning
context is a joint enterprise between teacher and stu
dents and evolves during the course of instruction.
Developing this broader context is a crucial part of work
ing with any manipulative. The manipulative itself can
not on its own carry the intended meanings and uses.
The need to develop these shared contexts was under
scored for me when, in my class, we were using pattern
blocks to develop some ideas about fractions. The chil
dren were able to build such patterns as:
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Find fractions that are equivalent to j
It is very hard to go wrong with these materials. Stu
dents’ answers will likely be what we want: e.g., |, f, and
so on. Another strategy often used to control students’
thinking with manipulatives is to make rules about how
to operate with the manipulatives so that students are
less likely to wander into other conclusions or ideas.
Fuson and Briars, for example, argue that any fruitful
approach must lead the child to “construct the necessary
meanings by using . . . a physical embodiment that can
direct their attention to crucial meanings and help con
strain their actions with the embodiments to those con
sistent with the mathematical features of the systems.”5
Nesher also emphasizes that any learning system must be
built in with clear rules about how to use it.6For exam
ple, bundles of Popsicle sticks are often used to teach
addition and subtraction with regrouping. Although the
manipulatives in this case are relatively flexible, teachers
will usually tell students that they must always group by
tens and that when they need to subtract, they cannot
do it unless they unbundle an entire group of ten. With
out such instructions, many second graders I know
would simply remove a few sticks from a bundle—just
enough sticks to make the subtraction possible. But
instead they follow the rules:
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and to label them as, respectively, two sixths and two
thirds. They were able to interpret the two triangles as
sixths in the first arrangement and the very same trian
gular pieces as thirds in the second. This attention to the
u n it is crucial both to understanding fractions in gener
al as well as to using these blocks to develop such under
standings. The students were also able to build arrange
ments that modeled other fractions, such as:

44
-27
This works very well: Students unbundle a group of
ten and count that they have fourteen sticks. Next they
take away seven sticks. They then take two bundles of
ten sticks away from the remaining three bundles, and
they happily write down 17. Their answer is right. Fol
low ing the rules, they readily arrive at the correct
answers. In a sense, the manipulatives are employed as
“training wheels” for students’ mathematical thinking.
However, most teachers have encountered directly the
18
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One day they were trying to figure out what one sixth
plus one sixth w ould be. A disagreement developed
between those who thought the answer was two sixths
and those w ho thought it was two twelfths. Charlie
argued that the answer had to be two twelfths, “because
one plus one equals two, and six plus six is twelve.”
1 . 1 _ -26
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(Continued on page 46)
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formed a substantial majority of the [direct] caregiving
tasks for the child.”
HESE AND similar proposals w ill help custodial
mothers and their children pick up the pieces after
divorce, but they will do little to reduce the incidence
divorce. For Furstenberg and Cherlin, this is all that can
be done: “We are inclined to accept the irreversibility of
high levels of divorce as our starting point for thinking
about changes in public policy.” Hewlett is more dis
posed to grasp the nettle. While rejecting a return to the
fault-based system of the past, she believes that the cur
rent system makes divorce too easy and too automatic.
Government should send a clearer moral signal that fam
ilies with children are worth preserving. In this spirit, she
suggests that parents of minor children seeking divorce
undergo an eighteen-month w aiting period, during
which they would be obliged to seek counseling and to
reach a binding agreement that truly safeguards their chil
dren’s future.
The generation that installed the extremes of selfexpression and self-indulgence at the heart of American
culture must now learn some hard old lessons about com
mitment, self-sacrifice, the deferral of gratification, and
simple endurance. It will not be easy. But other sorts of
gratifications may be their reward. Perhaps the old moral
ity was not wrong to suggest that a deeper kind of satis
faction awaits those w ho accept and fulfill their essential
human responsibilities.
□
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Most of the children thought that made sense. Dalia
disagreed and showed on the overhead with the trans
ofparent pattern blocks that the answer had to be two
sixths'.
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The other children easily agreed with Dalia. Following
this, I thought the manipulative had convincingly helped
students move toward the appropriate understanding
until I heard Robbie explain, “Both. Both are right,
because the answer is two twelfths with numbers, but
two sixths with the blocks.” Several others murmured
assent. Juliette explained, “With numbers you add the
one and the one and then you add the six and the six, and
so you get two twelfths, but with the blocks, you have
two of the one sixths, so you have two sixths.” No one
seemed at all disturbed that these answers did not cor
respond, and I realized that to know that these things
were supposed to be congruent is something that has to
be learned. The students had had plenty of experience
w ith how context can affect both one’s perspectives and
one’s answers. It made sense to them that the answers
would vary in this case. They also had experience with
mathematics problems having multiple solutions and, to
them, this seemed like an example of such a problem.
W hen Soo-Yung noted that Dalia’s arrangement was also
a picture of two twelfths (two pieces out of twelve), I
knew we had a considerable way to go to use these mate
rials toward some common understanding. O f course
Soo-Yung was right. As was Dalia. I was beginning to
understand how much work we needed to do in con
sidering the question of u n it in fractions.
The story of Soo-Yung and Dalia highlights the impor
tance of the language we use around manipulatives. And
how, even though they are more concrete than numbers
floating on a page, there is much room for multiple inter
pretation and confusion. We need a lot more opportuni
ty to discuss and develop ways to guide students' use of
concrete materials in helping students learn mathemat
ics. We need to listen more to what our students say and
watch what they do. We cannot assume that apparently
correct— or incorrect— answers, operations, or displays
reflect the understandings that they appear to. Most of
all, we need to put aside magical hopes for what manip
ulatives can do as we strive to improve mathematics
teaching and learning.
F WE PIN our hopes for the improvement of mathe
matics education on manipulatives, I predict that we
will be sadly let down. Manipulatives alone cannot— and
should not— be expected to carry the burden of the
many problems we face in improving mathematics edu
cation in this country. The vision of reform in mathe
matics teaching and learning encompasses not just ques
tions of the materials we use but of the very curriculum
we choose to teach, in what ways, to whom, and in what
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kinds of classroom environments and discourse. It cen
ters on new notions about what counts as worthwhile
mathematical knowledge. These issues are numerous
and complex. For instance, we need to shift from an
emphasis on computational proficiency to an emphasis
on meaning and estimation, from an emphasis on indi
vidual practice to an emphasis on discussion and on
ideas, reasoning, and solution strategies. We need to alter
the balance of the elementary curriculum from a domi
nant focus on numbers and operations to a broader range
of mathematical topics, such as probability and geome
try. We need to shift from a cut-and-dried, right-answer
orientation to one that supports and encourages multi
ple modes of representation, exploration, and expres
sion. We need to increase the participation, enthusiasm,
and success of a much wider range of students. Manipu
latives undoubtedly have a role to play in these aims, by
enhancing the modes of learning and communication
available to our students. But simply getting manipula
tives into every elementary classroom cannot possibly
suffice to fulfill these aims.
Why not? First of all, much more support is needed to
make possible the wise use of manipulatives. Many teach
ers, w ho themselves did not learn mathematics repre
sented in a wide range of ways, do not find it easy to dis
tinguish among a variety of models for mathematical
ideas, nor to invent them for some ideas. Teaching with
manipulatives is not just a matter of pedagogical strate
gy and technique. Few well-educated adults— not just
teachers— can devise or use legitimate representations
for many elementary mathematical concepts and proce
dures—from fractions to multiplication to chance.7 It
should not be surprising to discover this. Consider mere
ly the kinds of opportunities to explore and understand
mathematics that most adults have had. Although a num
ber are competent with procedures, many have not had
the opportunity to develop the accompanying concep
tual understandings that are necessary to manage the
development of appropriate concrete contexts for learn
ing mathematics and to respond to students’ discoveries
(e.g., Soo-Yung’s observation that the arrangement of tri
angles on top of hexagons showed that \+ ? = fs)- Most
adults simply remember learning that, with fractions,
you do not add the bottom numbers. Why not? Few can
explain or model it. And still fewer can explain what is
going on with Soo-Yung’s observation. Modeling addi
tion and subtraction is one thing; modeling probability,
factoring, or operations with fractions is another.
We also need to question and talk more openly about
what we know about learning and about knowledge.
Although kinesthetic experience can enhance percep
tion and thinking, understanding does not travel through
the fingertips and up the arm. And children also clearly
learn from many other sources— even from highly verbal
and abstract, imaginary contexts. Although concrete
materials can offer students contexts and tools for mak
ing sense of the content, mathematical ideas really do not
reside in cardboard and plastic materials.
More opportunities for talk and exchange— not just of
techniques, but of students’ thinking, of the pitfalls and
advantages of alternative models, and of ways of assess
ing what students are learning— are needed. If manipu
latives are to find their appropriate and fruitful place
among the many possible improvements to mathematics
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education, there will have to be more opportunities for
individual reflection and professional discourse. Like so
many other reforms, these sorts of support imply the
need for restructuring. Delivering boxes of plastic links,
wooden cubes, and pattern blocks is insufficient to affect
the practice of mathematics teaching and learning. At
best, such deliveries can alter the surfaces of mathemat
ics classrooms. They do not necessarily change the basic
orientation to mathematical knowledge and to what
counts as worth knowing. They do not necessarily pro
vide students with conceptual understandings. They are
not necessarily engaging for all students. In a few years,
the boxes of manipulatives will sadly be collecting dust
in the corners of our classrooms, next to the artifacts of
our past magical hopes. Manipulatives will continue to
play a very important role— both as an appealing lever
to motivate and inspire change and as an important tool
in teaching and learning. But it is time to stop pretend
ing that they are magic and turn to more serious and sus
tained talk and work. Then we will begin to move beyond
quick fixes and panaceas and face off with the difficult
challenge of improving students’ learning.
□
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